As real-time systems become more prevalent, there is a need to guarantee that these irncreasirngly complex systems perform as designed. One technique involves a static analysis to place an upper bound on worst-case execution time (WCET). This temporal analysis cannot be made automatic and normally requires source annotations to assist a WCET analysis tool.
Introduction
Knowing the worst-case execution time, or WCET, of tasks can provide great confidence and predictability in real-time systems. Unfortunately, WCET analysis is often neglected or merely "guesstimated." Although WCET research is improving, and commercial tools have helped, WCET analysis remains limited and ad 1-4244-0910-1/07/$20.00 ©2007 IEEE. hoc. Even when an analysis is performed, it may not provide a guarantee (leading to poor confidence), or the results may be overly pessimistic (leading to underutilized resources).
To understand why the worst-case execution time is so important, consider the major real-time scheduling algorithms. All of these algorithms require knowledge of the WCET. To be specific:
Rate-monotonic This algorithm assumes that no task has a WCET longer than its deadline. Furthermore, its feasibility analysis requires WCET as input: U = = 7C < n( 2 1), where U is processor utilization, n is the number of processes, Ti is the release period, and Ci is the WCET. Earliest Deadline First (EDF) This scheduler does not require WCET knowledge at run-time. However, EDF is unstable (one late job causes many other jobs to be late), so a guarantee against overloading is vital. The only way to make this guarantee is to perform an acceptance test: U =J t=1 Ti < 1, where the variables have the same meanings as above. Again, note that WCET is part of the equation.
Least Slack Time (LST) The slack (also called "laxity") of a real-time task is defined as d-t -c, where d is the deadline, t is the current time, and c is time required to complete the remaining portion of the job. Determining c requires knowledge of the WCET. Time-triggered Also known as clock-driven or timedriven, this approach depends on a static schedule computed prior to execution. The static schedule dictates an exact moment in time for each task's release. In such a scheme, task n cannot be scheduled until task n -1 completes; otherwise, two tasks could be released at the same time. Preventing this failure requires knowledge of each task's WCET.
Note that all of the above algorithms depend on WCET. Thus } oped for real-time Java. This section provides a brief survey of those styles. It includes only the research literature and does not count commercial tools and other annotation styles that may be found "in the wild."
The earliest work in WCET annotations for Java comes from Bernat, who proposed a portable WCET analysis tool [1] . In this case, portable refers to language portability: The tool was designed for analyzing Java, C, Ada, and any other language that could be translated to Java bytecode. To achieve such portability, source code must invoke methods in a predefined class whenever a WCET annotation is required.
(See Table 1 for an example.) Compared to traditional annotations, this style mingles non-functional metadata (that is, the WCET information) with the normal source code statements, making programs more difficult to read.
The XRTJ project [8] implemented WCET annotations in a more traditional way. All annotations appear as comments with the characters //@ for single lines and /*@ ... @*/ for multiple lines [6] . The XRTJ compiler parses these lines and writes them to an XAC (Extensible Annotation Class) file, an XML-like text file that is paired with its class in a real-time Java program. The XRTJ analyzer then reads each XAC file to determine loop bounds, timing modes, and other details necessary to derive the WCET. Hu later extended the XAC format to capture dynamic dispatch (i.e., polymorphism) semantics [5] .
In more recent work, Schoeberl and Pedersen implemented a WCET analyzer for JOP [14] . This tool introduced yet another syntax for annotations. Although it still used the same //@ start marker, the syntax of the annotations differed from the XRTJ project, making the tools incompatible with each other.
Finally, it should be noted that neither of the standards for real-time Java, RTSJ [2] nor RTCE [3] ,3 provides any mechanism whatsoever for annotations, despite the importance of WCET as outlined in Section 1.
A Lack of Standards
Clearly, no single convention for WCET annotations has taken hold, resulting in a contradiction of Java's mantra of "write once, run anywhere." Real-time Java programs designed for one WCET analysis tool must be rewritten for other tools. The lack of a single annotation standard also makes the tools themselves more difficult to implement. Even if they all understood //@ as a starting token for an annotation, a number of unresolved issues remain:
3RTCE is now defunct, supplanted by the RTSJ. * What is the syntax for the string following //@? * After an annotation is parsed, where is the information stored and how do lower-level tools retrieve it?
* Is there a formal specification to ensure compatibility? Who ratifies it and who maintains it?
A Standard for Java Annotations
In the non-real-time Java domain, a similar situation had already taken place. The Java Modeling Language (JML), the ESC/Java4 static checker, XDoclet, and various other software offered custom, incompatible annotation systems for Java source code. In addition, Java's frameworks for server software development, such as Enterprise JavaBeans, had become increasingly complex due to an explosion of metadata.
To solve both problems, the Java community proposed a standard framework for annotations. The basic idea was to encapsulate common code patterns into single statements annotations embedded directly into the source code. Rather than manage source code and metadata separately, taking pains to keep them in sync, annotations could be attached directly to the programming constructs they describe. This is a much more powerful and convenient approach. For Skanerost [13] path-bound 10 */ Departs from the near-universal convention of using @ as the start /t$ time-bounld 25ms t/ token in annotations, opting for $ instead. Currently supports loop bound constants only.
5, Standard Edition, which included support for JSR-175 annotations. A new edition of the Java Language
Specification [4] was published the following year to formalize these annotations and ensure that tools and libraries using them would remain compatible with each other. Today, annotations are a standard, well-defined part of the Java platform.
Storing Java Annotations
One of the advantages of Java annotations,6 and a key difference versus existing WCET annotation frameworks, is that the annotation data is stored directly in class files.7 Embedding annotations within classes simplifies code management because a separate file format for metadata need not be maintained. Also, existing mechanisms for storing, distributing, and deploying class files can readily be used for annotation data. For instance, a build script that packages a class library into a JAR file (Java ARchive) will automatically package annotations, as well. The annotation standard achieves this simplicity by building upon an existing Java mechanism for bundling metadata with class files. Known as class file attributes, this mechanism has been part of the Java virtual machine specification since its inception. It defines an area at the end of the class file for storing any kind of structured data, such as the line number table, the source file name, and even the Java bytecode itself.8 Java compilers and other code generators are permitted to emit class files containing new attributes, 6From this point forward, "Java annotations" refers to the JSR-175 standard.
7We are not the first to propose embedding WCET annotations in class files. In [7] , Hu briefly remarked that XAC annotations [6] could be stored there.
8For a complete description of class file attributes, refer to Section 4.7 of the Java Virtual Machine Specification.
and Java virtual machine implementations are prohibited from refusing to load class files simply because of the presence of some new attribute. Thus, class file attributes are extenrsible and may support new attributes at any time without sacrificing backward compatibility. The JSR-175 specification takes advantage of this extensibility by using it to store annotations. It reserves their names to avoid conflicting with other attributes, and it formalizes their structure so that thirdparty tools know how to access them.
Creating Java Annotations
Of course, programmers need not write to these attributes directly. The Java compiler generates them automatically when compiling Java source code containing annotations. For example, Java 5 includes a few built-in annotation types such as SuppressWarnings:
Compiling this code results in a class file with a RuntimeInvisibleAnnotations attribute pointing to the SuppressWarnings annotation type. As expected, compilers will not print deprecation warnings for the annotated method. Furthermore, the "invisible" specifier tells virtual machines not to load the attribute into memory because it is useful only at compile time.
Custom annotations can be created easily, as well. Imagine a real-time control system that must respond to a sensor change and actuate a motor within 50 milliseconds. This requirement could be encoded as an annotation, perhaps called MaxAllowableWCET, and attached directly to the very method that handles the response. WCET tools analyzing the method could then print a warning if the calculated WCET exceeds the specified WCET. Creating this sort of annotation requires defining an annotation type that resembles a traditional Java in- Table 2 . Java annotation retention policies Policy Description
SOURCE
The annotation is not stored in the class file; it is simply discarded at compile-time.
CLASS
The annotation is stored in the class file but is not loaded into memory. RUNTIME Figure 4 . This example code uses Java's Reflection API to verify that all methods are annotated with the MaxAllowableWCET type described in Section 4.2.
The annotation is stored in the class file and loaded into memory at run-time so that it is visible to Java's Reflection API. Here, the seconds method declares a parameter for the annotation type, while the Target annotation (actually a meta-annotation, since it annotates an annotation) tells the compiler that this annotation type should be used only on method declarations.
After compiling the annotation type, using it is a simple matter: @MaxAllowableWCET(seconds=0.05) public void actuateMotor() { } 4.3. Reading Java Annotations Tools such as WCET analyzers need to read the annotations programmers have written, and Java provides a facility for this. Java 5 includes a new package, java.lang.annotation, and an expanded Reflection API to access annotations. Figure 4 shows a simple example of how MaxAllowableWCET annotations can be detected using this API. (For the example to work, the MaxAllowableWCET annotation type must have a retention policy of RUNTIME so that it is visible to the virtual machine. See Table 2 for a list of retention policies.)
In addition to this built-in mechanism, a number of third-party frameworks have been developed that can assist in reading and manipulating Java annotations: Annogen, ASM,9, and Javassist, to name a few. All of these work with the same Java annotation standard, so unlike the current situation with WCET analysis, annotations created by one tool can be accessed by another.
9http: //asm. obj ectweb. org/ While standardization, portability, and validation are the greatest strengths in Java's annotation facility, it also has some serious drawbacks. Chief among them is a restriction on where annotations can be placed in the source code: They can act only as declaration modifiers. They cannot annotate method calls, loops, and other program elements. For example, the following code is illegal:
Another limitation is that Java's Reflection API can only read annotations that have been stored in class files. Source code with annotations must first be compiled before the annotations can be read. A more serious implication is that if an annotation type has a SOURCE retention policy, it cannot be accessed at all without third-party tools that are able to parse Java source code.
The Java community has recognized these weaknesses and responded with a series of proposals submitted to the JCP. For example, JSR-269 provides a standard API for interacting with annotation processors such as Annogen. It also provides an interface for processing annotations in source files. The proposal was approved and will be implemented in Java 6.
Another proposal, JSR-308, allows annotations to be placed where types are used, not just where they are declared. For instance:
The proposal has been approved and will likely be implemented in Java 7.
5. Applying Java's Annotation Standard to WCET
Compared to existing comment-based annotation systems in WCET tools, which are proprietary and sometimes implemented ad hoc, Java's built-in annotations offer an attractive alternative. In particular:
Standards-based Java's annotation mechanism solves the standards issues raised in Section 3. Tool support Because Java's annotation mechanism is relatively mature and ships with every copy of the Java run-time, it enjoys broad support from a variety of APIs that make working with annotations easier. WCET analysis tools are therefore easier to implement since they can be built upon these existing APIs.
Comment-based WCET annotations described in the literature do not have such features. For this reason, we propose that WCET analysis tools should adopt Java's annotation standard. Doing so would likely shorten the development cycle of WCET analysis tools, leading to more prototypes and an overall improvement in real-time research.
Unfortunately, Java's standard is not yet a drop-in replacement for existing annotation frameworks. One of the issues is a concern for embedded systems. (Embedded systems are not directly related to WCET analysis, but real-time systems are often embedded systems, too, so the domains overlap.) These systems normally have stringent resource requirements, so the Java class files deployed on them must be as small as possible. However, Java annotations are stored in these class files, taking up valuable memory even though the annotation information is only required at design time.
One way to solve this problem is to change the retention policy of the annotation to SOURCE. This will prevent the annotation from being stored in the class file, but it will also destroy the benefit of bundling annotation data with the code itself. A better workaround is to leave the annotation at the default CLASS retention level but use a tool to strip the annotations from the class files before deploying them to the embedded device.
A more critical failing of Java's annotation standard cannot be mitigated so easily. Namely, the restriction on where annotations can be placed is a major impediment toward using standard Java annotations in WCET tools. As a result, none of the existing WCET annotation styles listed in Table 1 can be fully trans- lated to Java annotations. In certain scenarios, however, an approximation is possible. For example, Figure 5 shows a test method from the JOP project [14] that we have re-written using the following Java annotation type: public @interface LoopBound { int maxo;
Note that instead of defining loop bounds next to the loop constructs, Figure 5 defines them at the loop variable declarations. Although we have verified that JOP's WCA tool can run successfully with these modifications, restricting loop bounds to variable declarations is too limiting. It is also unintuitive and awkward.
We note that other researchers have encountered the same obstacles in Java annotations while working independently on other problems. In fact, JSR-308 was born as a result of these obstacles [12] . It loosened the restrictions on where annotations may be placed. Unfortunately, the proposal did not relax them far enough for the purpose of WCET annotations, which would require at a minimum placement of annotations directly on loop constructs (if, while, and do/while).
Future Work
Although Java annotations are not currently suitable as WCET annotations, the standard is not far from becoming a virtually ideal replacement. Two changes are necessary for this to happen.
First, the standard should be modified so that annotations can be placed on loops and basic blocks. JSR-308 is already moving the standard in this direction. Indeed, the original proposal [12] commented that such a change would be useful for concurrency and atomicity. (It did not mention WCET analysis.) In addition, members of the Expert Group who voted for the proposal agreed that relaxing the standard in this manner would be beneficial. For instance, Intel Corporation adding the following comment to its vote:
This note confirms our understanding that the scope of the JSR includes providing for annotations on loops and blocks if the Expert Group decides to include that after evaluation. The JSR itself should be updated to make it clear this is in the scope.
Second, type definitions and a naming convention for WCET annotations must be established. Java annotations would do little good if one tool recognized @LoopBound while another tool expected, say, @LoopMax. Establishing these conventions should be straightforward. JSRs 181, 250, 303, and 305 have already walked this path for other domains; a proposal for WCET annotations would merely follow in their footsteps.
We intend to tackle the first issue by working with the JSR-308 Expert Group to expand the proposal to include loops and blocks, as Intel, Nortel, and others have suggested. If the JSR-308 proposal cannot be altered from its original form, we intend to submit a new proposal through the Java Community Process. (Now that Java is being released under an open-source license,10 this effort should be much easier. For instance, we will be able create a reference implementation for this proposal by modifying the official j avac compiler.)
